
Commentary
Not Every ISPI’er Needs to Be a Researcher, but Every
ISPI’er Needs to Know How Research Findings Apply to
What They Do

Guy W. Wallace

There is too much Foo Foo in the worlds of human performance
improvement, including our own branded world of human perfor-
mance technology (HPT). Foo Foo is also known as snake oil,

distortions of facts, and distortions of science. One of the biggest pieces of
Foo Foo in our midst is the too-narrow notion that HPT is merely
performance-based training or learning or instruction (including job aids
that instruct rather than baffle). But am I digressing already?

No, I am not. That was the takeaway for many, I am afraid, from an article
published in our own Performance Improvement journal (PIJ) about 8 years
ago. I took exception to it back then, writing to the editor about allowing that
(possible expletive deleted) to be published. That had been foreshadowed
and has been followed by other publication and presentation uh-oh’s, in my
opinion. Your perspective may differ.

But we do publish and present some Foo Foo on occasion. Sadly, we do
not retract it, which I believe we should do if it slips through in the first place.
If you cannot do quality by design upfront, then you would better be able to do
quality by inspection and corrective action on the back end.

Long-gone are the days when someone would stand up in a conference
session to loudly challenge the speaker with ‘‘Where is your data?!,’’ to which
someone else would add, ‘‘and data is a plural noun.’’

I miss those days, only because they made me feel warm and secure in my
confident practice of the lessons learned and warnings received from so
many presentations I attended and publications I read. Ah, back in the day, it
was all good.

Today, it is not so great. I continually come across too much Foo Foo in
cyberspaceasI try tokeepup withthecrowds inthesocialmedia of my choosing.

I still find myself running (via e-mail) toward the wisdom of my crowd—
those whom I refer to as the Old Guard of ISPI. I e-mail them with my
ignorance, proving I am not stupid but just not fully informed, and ask them:
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‘‘Is this right?’’ Luckily for me, the old ISPI spirit kicks in and I get answers that
are valid, or at least well supported by research data. The Old Guard, who are
also dismayed by the current drift away from evidence-based, measured-
results, no–Foo Foo content, cannot help themselves. They answer the call of
the needy.

But, of course, that is just me. Most in the Society do not have those
connections. They do not tease in their inquiry’s preface with ‘‘I think I know
who hit so-and-so with the empty booze bottle back at that pool party in
Colorado,’’ as I do. I have found that doing so sets the stage for getting a quick
reply, if not just some attention, thoughts, and data from others on my Old-
Guard e-mail distribution list.

I have some of the New Guard and some (but fewer) Rising Stars on my e-
mail list, too. And I hope that they take advantage of my modeling an ISPI
tradition that is so old that it goes back to NSPI, and do likewise. That is:
When in doubt, ask! Ask one of the Old Guard. And if you’re not sure, ask me,
and I’ll pass it along in the hope of helping make connections between our old
and our new. And to rekindle the fires of the old NSPI tradition of measured
results and evidence-based practice, and—wait a minute—was I just being
redundant? By design, baby!

The laments of our old and graying (or hair-colored) guardians of truth,
justice, and the Mega way resonate with me. Recent Society content is
sometimes more than questionable: First, it is disproven by research
published, cited, or presented to the Society, and then later it is presented
again as fact. Recent examples include designing instruction for learning
style preferences and generational differences.

Not everything that ISPI publishes is Foo Foo—that is too broad a
brushstroke. But the taint is there. And when I find that I need to question
some content because it is 180 degrees away from what I have learned from
ISPI previously, I feel that nothing from ISPI can quite be trusted ever again.

I and others have asked for a quality assurance (QA) mechanism to stop
Foo Foo from continuing in the professional content of the Society. Why?
Because I am not a researcher: I am a practitioner in need of a connection with
the researchers in our midst. My clients do not ask me to stick around and
measure what they asked me to do. Sometimes they do that, but usually they
do not. It is a business decision, and they own it. Like it or not, that is just the
way it is. So, to make me feel warm and secure and good about my practice, I
would at least like to know that what I did was valid from the start.

I do not want to be designing for generational differences, or learning
style preferences, or using the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) to help
right-size, up or down. I do not want to use smile sheets to tag some
instructors as not very good due to their work ethics and expectations for
their students. I do not want to embrace informal learning for the new
performers, unless they came in the door with a boatload of prior experience.
I do not want to solve a process design problem with a training solution.

I do not want to optimize one process and sub-optimize the entire
system. I do not want to confuse needs and wants. And I do not want to
encourage common myths about Bloom’s Taxonomy, or percentages of
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training/learning that transfer to the job, or the validity of the Meyers Briggs
Type Indicator, and other questionable claims.

I search the Society’s website for an Inbox for ideas, inputs, feedback, and
complaints in order to repeat my request to stop the Foo Foo. Sadly, I do not
find a Society Inbox. I see the need for redundancy by design on many fronts;
the clamoring needs to be heard about this, above whatever din is competing
with me and others as we loudly lament the current state.

And so, here in PIQ, I boldly march into a potential line of fire to repeat
my request: Eliminate all Foo Foo through some deliberate means/mechan-
ism for QA. Why? Because ‘‘Not every ISPI’er needs to be a researcher, but
every ISPI’er needs to know how the research findings apply to what they do.’’
Being a good steward of shareholder value demands nothing less. And that is
what I learned at this place now called ISPI by those who handed me that
mantle and had expectations for me and others to carry on.

I thank you for indulging me and my opinions here—as I carry on.
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